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General neutrino-scalar couplings appear in many extensions of Standard Model. We can probe
these neutrino-scalar couplings by leptonic decay of mesons and from heavy neutrino search. Our
analysis improves the present limits to |ge|2 < 1.9 × 10−6 and |gµ|2 < 1.9 × 10−7 at 90% C.L. for
massless scalars. For massive scalars we found for the first time the constraints for g2α couplings to
be 10−6−10−1 respectively for scalar masses between up 100 MeV and we have no limits for masses
above 300 MeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Although in Standard Model there are no couplings be-
tween neutrinos and scalar fields due to the non-existence
of right-handed neutrino fields, many of its extension con-
tains an enlarged scalar sector that may result in non-
universal Yukawa interactions that couples neutrinos and
those new scalars.
Non-universal neutrino-scalar couplings can have inte-
resting consequences such as: (i) existence of new decay
channels for particle decays, specially meson decays and
lepton decays, [1, 2]; (ii) induced neutrino decay [3–7];
(iii) the presence of new channels for energy loss of su-
pernova caused by enhanced emission of neutrinos and
scalars χ [8], (iv) new channels for neutrinoless double
beta decay with the emission of massless χ in the final
state [9] and (v) change in flavor ratios of high energy
neutrinos from astrophysical sources [10, 11].
In general we can parametrize the neutrino-scalar La-
gragian to be,
− L = 1
2
gABνAνBχ1 +
i
2
hABνAγ5νBχ2, (1)
where χ1 (χ2) is the hypothetical scalar (pseudo-scalar)
νA the neutrinos, which may or may not have a right-
handed part, and the coupling constant gAB (hAB) where
A,B runs over two possible basis: (i) A,B = Greek
index: neutrino flavour eigenstates e, µ and τ and (ii)
A,B = Roman index: neutrino mass eigenstates 1, 2 and
3, that are related by,
gij = U
∗
iαUβjgαβ . (2)
And equivalently for h.
Most modern experiments that can probe neutrino-
scalar interaction can’t distinguish between neutrino final
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state, so it is convenient to define an effective coupling
constant squared:
|gl|2 ≡
∑
α
(|glα|2 + |hlα|2) (3)
with α, l = e, µ, τ , where U is is the mixing matrix of
three lightest neutrinos.
Previous constraints on these couplings are |ge|2 <
4.4 × 10−5, |gµ|2 < 3.6 × 10−4 and |gτ |2 < 2.2 × 10−1
at 90% C.L. and were obtained from meson as well as
from lepton decays analysis [2].
For the absence of detection of neutrinoless double beta
decay it was found that |ge|2 < (0.8− 1.6) × 10−5 at 90
% C.L. [9], where the uncertainties came from the com-
putation of nuclear matrix elements of the neutrinoless
double beta decay. All these limits were made in the limit
of massless scalar field χ.
The effective Lagrangian for neutrino-scalar couplings
shown in Eq. (1) can be embedded in different exten-
sions of Standard Model. The general trend is to have
the inclusion of new scalar particles in different repre-
sentations with non-universal couplings between the dif-
ferent families and also the addition of new sterile neu-
trino states. For instance, Ref. [11] presents a model with
a SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y ⊗U(1)H symmetry that in-
cluded as new fields one extra singlet scalar boson and
three right-handed neutrinos. Another example is the
model with a SU(3)c ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗U(1)N symmetry that
due to anomaly cancellation requirement has already
non-universal couplings [12]. Recently, a lot of theoret-
ical models with scalars that have vacuum expectation
values (vev) that are significantly smaller then the vev of
Standard Model Higgs, vSM = 246 GeV were proposed.
Examples of these models involve neutrophilic scalars as
in Ref. [13] with vev ∼ eV and models with gauged B-
L symmetry [14, 15] that also have vev much smaller
then the SM vev resulting in small scalar masses, ranging
from eV to TeV values. This open an interesting point to
study the consequences of non-universal neutrino-scalar
couplings for massive scalar fields χ that did not have
been studied so far. Then our goal is to revisit the bounds
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2on neutrino-scalar couplings for massless scalars and to
compute the bounds on the neutrino with light massive
scalars.
Notice that χ1,2 are not the SM Higgs field, for an anal-
ysis of the consequences of the Higgs coupling to neu-
trinos see [16]. Also, the interaction between neutrino
scalar may or may not be reminiscent of a neutrino mass
generating mechanism, this have to be analysed case by
case.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section (II)
we discuss the computation of meson decay when we
have non-universal neutrino-scalar couplings, then in Sec-
tion (III) we discuss the available data for meson decay
rate and spectrum. In Section (IV) we made the analysis
and extract the constraints on the neutrino-scalar cou-
plings. In Section (V) we translated the bounds on the
mass basis and we conclude in Section (VI) summarizing
our main results.
II. BOUNDS USING MESON DECAY
The leptonic decay rate of a meson P, P → l + νl at
three level is given by,
Γ0 (P → lνl) = G
2
Ff
2
P|Vqq′ |2m3P
8pi
(
xl + α− (xl − α)2
)
×λ1/2(1, xl, α) (4)
where xl =
(
mνl
mP
)2
and α =
(
ml
mP
)2
where mνl is
the neutrino mass and ml is the lepton mass, GF is the
Fermi constant, fP the meson decay constant, Vqq′ is
the corresponding CKM-matrix element of the decay
and λ(x, y, z) is the well known kinematic triangular
function [17].
Precise branching ratio measurements of mesons open
a window to probe the scalar interaction due to the fact
that it is chiral suppressed, e.g. for massless neutrinos,
mνl → 0, the total rate is proportional to α ∝ ml and is
very small when mP >> ml.
The precision of pi and K meson decay rate requires
also the inclusion of electromagnetic and weak radiative
corrections that can be parametrized as follows,
Γ (P → lνl) = Γ0 (P → lνl)SEW (1 + αelGrad) (5)
The electromagnetic radiative corrections Grad came
from short and long range corrections and were computed
for pions in Ref. [18] at one loop level and at 2 loop level
for pions and kaons in Ref. [19]. A nice review of these
computations can be found in Ref. [20]. The electroweak
radiative corrections SEW are given in Ref. [18].
P
l
να
χ
νx
Figure 1. Tree Level Feynman diagram of the three-body-
decay.
When we add the interaction from non-universal
neutrino-scalar couplings shown in Eq. (1) the meson
have a three body decay
P → l + να + χ (6)
where the Feynman diagram is given by Fig. (1). The
rate was computed in Ref. [1]. The differential rate for
this process is
dΓ (P → lναχ) = Γ (P → lνx) dR (7)
where the rate Γ (P → lνx) is similar to the two-body
rate of Eq. (4) replacing the mass of real neutrino of the
two body decay in final state νl by a virtual neutrino νx
of invariant mass m2νx as shown in Fig. (1). The rate
Γ (P → lνx) is given by
Γ (P → lνx) =
G2f f
2
p |Vqq′ |2m3P
8pi
(
x+ α− (x− α)2)
×λ1/2(1, x, α) (8)
where we made the replacement xl → x =
(
mνx
mP
)2
in
Eq. (4). To obtain the full rate of the three body decay
we should integrate over all possible invariant mass mνx
of the virtual neutrino whose phase space is not a delta
fixed by energy conservation but it is an additional inde-
pendent variable. The factor dR in Eq. (7) is as follows
dR =
(x2 + β2 + 6xβ − γx− γβ)λ1/2(x, β, γ)
(x− β)2x2
|glα|2
32pi2
dx
(9)
where γ =
(
mχ
mP
)2
and the mχ is mass of scalar χ,
and glα is the coupling of the vertex neutrino-neutrino-
scalar νl − να − χ from Eq. (1), The integration limits
are γ ≤ x ≤ (1 − √α)2. Notice that for β, γ → 0 this
integration is infrared (IR) divergent. Previous calcula-
tions did not presented a formal treatment of this diver-
gence, Ref. [1] assumed mχ,mν ∼ 1 eV and Ref. [21]
took mν ∼ 0.1 MeV. We present a finite calculation in
the Appendix A. .
III. LEPTONIC DECAY DATA
The experimental data used in this work comes from
various meson decays measurements, shown in Table (I).
The analysis is subdivided into two groups of data:
3(a) The first group comes from rates of leptonic decay
of mesons.
(b) The second group is obtained from charged lepton
spectrum of mesons decay.
A. Leptonic rates constraints
Assuming zero neutrino mass (or small enough), and
that the experiment can’t differentiate between emitted
neutrinos, it is possible to write the correction to the
decay rate as,
Γ (P → Leptonic) = ΓSM + |gl|2Γ′ (10)
where ΓSM is the expected SM contribution to the P-
leptonic decay. |gl|2Γ′ represents the contribution of the
scalar and pseudo-scalar couplings of Eq. (1),
|gl|2 =
∑
α=e,µ,τ
|glα|2 + |g′lα|2 (11)
and Γ′ is a numerical factor obtained integrating Eq.(7)
that depends on the particle masses. Notice that if
|gl|2 → 0 we recover SM results.
The data from meson leptonic decay for light mesons
(pi and K) include all available space of a three body
decay due to the fact that it is hard to separate P → lνl
and P → lνlγ, thus to obtain the correction Γ′ we can
safely include all x integration limit. This makes the ratio
Γ′
ΓSM
reaches orders of 102−103 due to chiral suppression
that combined to the smallness of the experimental error
allow us to put stringent bounds from such decays.
Reaction Reference
P → lν¯ (pi,K) [17]
P → lν¯ (D,Ds, B) [22–26]
pi+ → e+νH [27]
K+ → µ+νH [28]
Br(pi+ → e+νeνν) < 5× 10−6) [17]
Br(K+ → µ+νeνν) < 6× 10−6) [17]
Table I. Reactions used in this work.
For heavy mesons such as D, Ds and B the leptonic
decay rate of heavy mesons is suffering from large back-
ground of hadronic decays and the measurement of me-
son decay is triggered by the detection of the charged
lepton in the final state and a missing four momentum.
In the SM the missing energy comes from the neutrino
of the two body decay that we are assuming to be very
small which is equivalent to M2Miss = m
2
νl
∼ 0. Never-
theless experiments can only select leptonic events with
M2Miss . 0.1GeV2 due to detector limitations. This opens
a window to probe scalar masses different from zero,
we can related the missing energy with the xl variable
M2Miss = xlm
2
P with the SM two-body decay. When we
include the three body decay the relevant variable is x
and we can related M2Miss = xm
2
P . Thus the experimen-
tal cut
(
M2Miss
)max . 0.1 GeV2 translates to an upper
limit in the range of variable x, γ ≤ x ≤ xmax. where
xmax =
(
M2Miss
)max
/m2P .
Element Most Precise Not from Leptonic Decay
|Vud| —— 0.97425(22)
|Vus| 0.2253(10) 0.2253(14)
|Vcd| 0.225(8) 0.220(12)
|Vcs| 0.986(16) 0.953(25)
|Vub| 4.22(42)× 10−3 4.13(49)× 10−3
Table II. Most precise VCKM matrix elements compared to
those used here. All of the values comes from the PDG [17].
Two points should be considered when we compare the
data from meson leptonic decay rate and the theoretical
predictions: the value of meson constant fP and of the
CKM elements |Vqq′ |2. Both quantities usually were ob-
tained from the two-body leptonic decay (See for exam-
ple, Ref. [17]) and then if we want to test the two-body
for new physics we cannot use these values. In previous
references [1, 2] it was decided to use the fP and |Vqq′ |2
due to the fact that we cannot extract the constraints to
neutrino-scalar couplings without these assumption. In
this work we decide to use the information for fP and
|Vqq′ |2 from other places in the following way:
• Some precise measurements of the CKM matrix el-
ements (D,Ds and B) comes exactly from the fit of
meson leptonic decay rate measurements [17], thus
those results could be contaminated by exactly the
decays we want to find. The solution is to use other
measurements of CKM mixing matrix, such as the
meson beta decay (e.g. D → pilν) and pay the price
of less precise values. Table II compares the most
precise values of CKM mixing matrix and the ones
use here that don’t come from leptonic decays.
fP [MeV]
pi 130.2(1.4)
K 156.3(0.9)
D 209(3.3)
Ds 250(7)
B 186(4)
Table III. Form Factors fp from Lattice QCD [29]
• Meson decay constant, fP , is also measured from
leptonic decay for light mesons (pi and K). Re-
4cently lattice QCD was able to obtain them with
good precision, enabling this kind of analysis for
the first time, the numerical values of fP can be
found in Ref. [29] and we listed in Table III.
B. Leptonic spectrum constraints
The second group is obtained from heavy neutrino
search which scans the charged lepton spectrum for peaks
of two-body decays. This is the first time that this kind
of data is used to restrict Neutrino-Scalar couplings. We
obtain the best constraints on these couplings from the
spectrum analysis.
mH
|UlH|
Figure 2. This plot shows three hypothetical scenarios, the
red line represents the peak search, the dashed line a signal
and the dotted-dashed a negative signal, the solid line is the
limiting case.
Inspection of light meson decay spectrum was used to
search for heavy neutrinos, of mass mH , by peak search,
in special [27, 28] found no evidence, putting bounds on
the heavy neutrino mass and its mixing matrix to the
active neutrinos. The contribution to the charged lepton
spectrum can be parametrize on the following form [28],
dΓ(P → lνH) = ρΓ0|UeH |2δ(ppeak − pl)dpl, (12)
With Γ0 from equation Eq. (4) setting mν = 0, |UeH |2 is
the mixing of the heavy neutrino presented in the decay
P → e+νH , pl is charged lepton momentum. The Heavy
neutrino mass information is contained only in ppeak, the
charged lepton momentum expected for two-body decay
of meson P,
ppeak =
λ1/2(m2P ,m
2
l ,m
2
H)
2mP
, (13)
and in the variable ρ that is given by
ρ =
√
1 + (α− β)2 − 2(α+ β)(α+ β − (α− β)2)
α(1− α)2 (14)
which is the correction for the two-body meson decay
for a heavy neutrino H with mass mH and β =
(
mH
mP
)2
compared with a massless neutrino limit of Eq. (4).
We can use this information to constrain the neutrino-
scalar couplings in the following way. The spectrum with
an heavy neutrino should have a peak at mass of heavy
neutrino mH proportional to the mixing of heavy neu-
trino |UeH |2 with the electron neutrino (See Fig. (2)).
The three body decay from Feynman diagram shown in
Fig. (1) have a continuous spectrum show in Fig. (2)
by the dashed, solid and dotted-dashed curves respec-
tively that have numerical values above, equal and below
the maximum values of spectrum of heavy neutrino in
two body decays. Saying in other words, we can put a
bound by comparing the number of events in peak search
area (below the two-body heavy neutrino search) and the
three body search. Effectively the rate of hevay meson
decay given in Eq. (12) to be equal to the three body
decay rate given in Eq. (7):
|UlH |2 = Γ(P → lνx)
ρ(α, x, β)Γ0
dR
dpl
∣∣∣∣
β→x
(15)
and using the constraints from heavy neutrino that con-
strain the variables |UlH |2 × mh [28] we can get con-
straints on neutrino-scalar couplings.
IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We are going to get the bounds from neutrino-scalar
couplings for different values of scalar particle. First
we are going to do the case studied so far in the liter-
ature [1, 2], when the scalar have zero mass, mχ → 0 in
Section. (IV A) and in the Section (IV B) for the case of
mχ 6= 0.
A. Case I: mχ = 0
To obtain bounds on the Yukawa coupling constants
we used a χ2 method, defining it as,
χ2 =
∑
i
(
Γ
(i)
Teo − Γ(i)Exp
)2
σ2i
(16)
where i run over the experimental data points. To obtain
those bounds we marginalized all three CKM elements
(Vus, Vcd, Vcs) by varying four parameters: |VCKM|’s (and
a coupling constant |gl|2 to find the χ2min. Our results on
mχ = 0 can be compared with previous bonds found on
literature on Table (IV). It is possible to see that in this
scenario the tau coupling constant is poorly constrained
due to the fact that the errors from the mesons decays
and CKM matrix are rather large.
5Constants Ref. [2] Ref. [9] Our Results
|ge|2 < 4.4× 10−5 < (0.8− 1.6)× 10−5 < 4.4 (4.4)× 10−5
|gµ|2 < 3.6× 10−4 < 4.5 (3.6)× 10−6
|gτ |2 < 2.2× 10−1 < 40 (8)
Table IV. Comparison between previous bounds [2, 9] with
our results with mχ = 0, using the rates of the meson decay
at 90% C.L. In Black the bounds marginalizing VCKM in Red,
taking the central value of uncorrelated measurements.
In contrast the case of assuming fixed the central value
of |VCKM| using the second column of Table II we can
bound it as |gτ |2 < 8, which is still bigger than the previ-
ous bounds obtained from tau decay [2]. The other cou-
pling constants with fixed CKM are discribed in red in
Table IV. Notice that our analysis is more complete than
those from the literature that have not taken into account
the possible correlation between the measurements from
|VCKM| and the bounds on |gl|2.
Constants Ref. [2] Ref. [9] Our Results
|ge|2 < 4.4× 10−5 < (0.8− 1.6)× 10−5 < 1.9× 10−6
|gµ|2 < 3.6× 10−4 < 1.9× 10−7
Table V. Comparison between previous bounds [2, 9] with our
results atmχ = 0 with Meson Decay rate and lepton spectrum
from heavy neutrino search at 90% C.L..
From the Equation (15) we can get the constraints
from Refs. [27, 28] and translate to bounds on neutrino-
scalar couplings.
10-5 10-40
5
10
15
20
10-5 10-4
|ge 2
Δχ2
Figure 3. Marginalized ∆χ2 as a function of the value of |ge|2.
The data from heavy neutrino search can be used to
put bounds on the coupling constants too, all results are
summarized on Table V. One can see that heavy neu-
trino search are one to three orders of magnitude more
stringent than those from branching ratios, since it takes
into account the decay spectrum. The meson decay anal-
ysis shows that the SM+Scalar has a minimum ∆χ2 for
|gl|2 6= 0 which can be seen for l = e case in Figure 3.
Parameter ln[B]
|ge|2 5.7
|gµ|2 7.2
|gτ |2 1.5
Table VI. Bayes Factor
of SM+Scalar over SM.
Thus, to evaluate whether or not the SM+Scalar with
|gl|2 6= 0 is a better model than assuming only the SM
we compared both situations by using Bayesian inference
taking the prior as a normalized Gaussian distribution
around each experimental point as evidence p,
p(g|data,MSM+χ) = Ne− 12χ2(g2) (17)
then using the Bayes factor, which can be defined as [30],
B =
p(d|MSM)
p(d|MSM+χ) =
p(g2|d,MSM+χ)
p(g2|MSM+χ)
∣∣∣∣
g2=0
, (18)
we can compare the models by calculating B: (I) if
B << 1 the model with more parameters is favored over
the model with less parameters, on the other hand, (II) if
B >> 1 the model with less parameters is favored due to
describe the data. (III) If B ≈ 1 the data points do not
contribute significantly to distinguish between both mod-
els. The last equality in Eq.(18) is true when the model
Mχ has one extra parameter, g compared to MSM and re-
duces to the same results when g2 = 0, then, p(g2|d,M)
is the probability of the value g2 of the parameter given
the data points and assuming M true and p(g2|M) is the
probability distribution of g2 in the model, in this case
p(g2|Mχ) = (4pi)−1 for g
2
4pi < 1 and zero otherwise. We
have found the B values for |gi|2 6= 0 and we shown in Ta-
ble VI. For the three couplings constants the preference
of SM+scalar model over the SM is less then 2σ away and
from this we conclude there is no stronger preference for
|gi|2 6= 0.
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0 101 102
10-7
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10-4
10-3
10-2
mχ[MeV]
|ge 2
Constraints from meson decay at 90% of C. L.
Constraints from heavy neutrino at 90% of C. L.
Curve for Gχ=GF
Figure 4. Bounds on |ge|2 versus mχ. The Blue curve comes
from heavy neutrino and the red curve comes from meson
decay at 90%C.L..
6B. Case II: mχ 6= 0
This case was never studied and correspond to the gen-
eral case when mχ 6= 0. We proceeded similarly with Sec-
tion (IV A), but using the central value from Table II for
the CKM mixing elements and thus using Eq. (9). Now
we have two independent variables from the neutrino-
scalar lagrangian, the mχ and the couplings |gl|2 as de-
fined in Eq. (11). Our results are shown in Figure (4),(5)
100 101 102
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1100 101 102
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
mχ[MeV]
|gμ 2
Constraints from meson decay at 90% of C. L.
Constraints from heavy neutrino at 90% of C. L.
Curve for Gχ=GF
Figure 5. Bounds on |gµ|2 versus mχ. The yellow curve comes
from heavy neutrino search in lepton spectrum and the green
curve comes from rate of meson decay at 90% C.L..
and (6), respectively for |ge|2, |gµ|2 and |gτ |2 for the
constraints from the rate of leptonic meson decay and
the lepton spectrum respectively in the green and yel-
low curves at 90 % C.L. Notice that in both cases |ge|2
and |gµ|2 the bounds can be assumed to be constant up
to masses of order of ∼ 200 MeV and ∼ 100 MeV re-
spectively. The constraints for |gτ |2 are weaker due low
statistics of experimental data and also the larger is the
lepton mass less effective is the chiral suppression of the
two-body meson decay. To have an intuitive idea of size
0 50 100 150
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
mχ[MeV]
|gτ 2
Constraints from meson decay at 90% of C. L.
Figure 6. Bounds on |gτ |2 versus mχ,the red curve comes
from meson decay at 90% C.L. .
of our constraints for the case of mχ 6= 0 we can compare
the strengh of neutrino-scalar interaction represented by
Gχ ≡ |gl|2/m2χ, l = e, µ, τ with the strenght of the weak
interaction GF , they are equal when
Gχ =
|gl|2
m2χ
≤ GF (19)
where l = e, µ, τ and the value of GF is taken from [17].
We shown in Figure 4 and 5 the black curve show this
equality and any value of |gl|2 and mχ above this curve
it is stronger then weak interaction.
C. Higgs Decay
One important consequence that may arise from the
existence of low mass scalar particles is that it may in-
duce invisible decays of the Higgs field. New LHC that
constraint such decay at Br(h → invisible) < 12% [31–
33].
In general, those invisible decays comes from couplings
of the form
L = −λ
4
|H|2|χ|2 (20)
that allow three point interactions like h|χ|2 after sym-
metry breaking H → h + v. This implies that λv ≤ mχ
and Br(h → χχ) ≤ m2χ/32pimh which for current val-
ues of the Higgs mass and scalar mass sensitivity imply
Br(h → χχ) < 0.47%, below present experimental accu-
racy
V. COMPARISON WITH NEUTRINO DECAY
BOUNDS
This non-universal coupling can induce neutrino de-
cays [3] that have an interesting phenomenology to made
seasonal changes in solar neutrinos rate [6] and affects
neutrino oscillation behavior from longbaseline experi-
ments [4] such as MINOS [34] and T2K [35].
From Eq. (1) and assuming that the scalar mass is
tiny enough, the mass eigenstate neutrinos can decay into
one another during propagation via the decay νi → νj +
χ. The neutrino lifetime from such decay was computed
by [36] assuming the third mass eigenstate to be much
heavier than the light ones, m3 >> mlight,
τ3
m3
=
128pi
(
∑ |g3j |2 + |h3j |2)m23 (21)
The Reference [4] analyze MINOS and T2K experi-
ments and compared the expected flux only from oscil-
lated neutrinos and oscillated neutrinos plus decay to
obtain a bound on the neutrino lifetime of τ3/m3 >
2.8 × 10−12 s/eV at 90% C.L. Inserting this result in
Eq. (21) the obtained bound can be translated to∑
j=1,2
|g3j |2 + |h3j |2 < 3× 10−2
(
eV
m3
)2
, (22)
7where g and h are respectively the neutrino couplings
in the mass basis with scalars and pseudo scalars. This
limit is independent of mass neutrino hierarchy between
the states 2 and 3.
Another analysis taking into account the decay effects
on solar neutrino data was performed by [6] whose neu-
trino life time obtained was τ2/m2 ≥ 7.2 × 10−4 s.eV−1
at 90% C.L. which would give a bound of,
|g21|2 + |h21|2 < 1.5× 10−5
(
eV
m2
)2
. (23)
at 90% C.L.
Our bounds listed in Table IV and Table V are in
neutrino-scalar flavor basis. We can translated these
bounds to neutrino mass basis using the relation of
Eq. (3). From the analysis of neutrino experiments [37]
we can have the allowed range for the matrix elements
of the mixing matriz U. First we assume the bounds for
|ge|2 and/or |gµ|2 from Table (IV) and (V) are valid then
|g1j |2 < 3× 10−6 |g2j |2 < 4× 10−7 |g3j |2 < 5× 10−7
(24)
where j=1,2,3; otherwise if we assume that only the
bounds on |gτ |2 are valid then the limits are much more
weaker: |g1j |2 < 7 × 10−3 |g2j |2 < 2 × 10−1 |g3j |2 <
1×10−1. The constraints from neutrino decay in Eq. (23)
and (22) are dependent of the mass of heavier neutrino
mass eigenstate. For the degenerate mass scenario of
m3 ∼ m2 ∼ 1 eV, the constraints from neutrino decay,
in Eq. (23) and (22) are always less restrictive then the
results of this work, Eq. (24).
VI. CONCLUSION
We compute the bounds for Yukawa interactions be-
tween Neutrinos and Hypothetical scalar particles χ us-
ing recent data and decay rates , (I) mχ = 0 and ob-
taining the neutrino-scalar (pseudo-scalar) couplings in
the flavor basis |ge|2 < 1.9× 10−6, |gµ|2 < 1.9× 10−7 at
90% C.L., which is an improvement on previous results
in literature and for the first time (II) mχ 6= 0 showing
that those bounds for mχ = 0 can be safely used up to
100 MeV scales and no bounds can be put for masses
mχ & 300 MeV.
For the mass basis the upper bound on neutrino-scalar
couplings are |g1j |2 < 3 × 10−6, |g2j |2 < 4 × 10−7 and
|g3j |2 < 5 × 10−7 that much better then the indirect
constrain from neutrino decay.
We can conclude that we have no evidence for non-
universal couplings between neutrino and scalar (pseudo-
scalar) and we get the best bounds from the meson decay
rate and spectrum data.
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Appendix A: IR Treatment
The differential rate given by Eq. (7) is Infrared (IR)
divergent, as can be seen by expanding it for small x and
mχ, β → 0,
dΓ(P → lναχ) x→β→ Γ0 |gl|
2
32pi2
1
x
dx (A1)
which integrated goes as log(x) being divergent for the
integration limits 0 < x < (1−√α)2.
νν
χ
Figure 7. Neutrino Self-
Energy.
On the other hand, the correction of the neutrino pro-
pagator given by the diagram of Figure 7 was calculated
by Ref. [38] and changes the normalization of the neu-
trino field, δZ by,
δZ = − g
2
32pi2
B0(p;mχ,mν) (A2)
where B0 is one of the Passarino-Veltman Functions.
This induces a change in the completeness relation,∑
s
u(p, s)u(p, s) = /p(1 + δZ) +O(mν) (A3)
here, p is the neutrino four-momentum. Thus, one should
add to the two-body decay P → lνl the renormalization
correction,
Γ(P → lν) = Γ0
(
1− |gl|
2
32pi2
B0(p,mχ,mν)
)
(A4)
Expanding B0 around zero neutrino mass, one gets,
B0(p,mχ,mν)
mν→0→ log
(
E2
m2χ
)
= log
[
(m2P −m2l )2
4m2χm
2
P
]
(A5)
but,
log
[
(m2P −m2l )2
4m2χm
2
P
]
= log
[
(mP +ml)
2
4m2P
]
+
∫ (1−√α)2
γ
dx
x
(A6)
Thus, summing both contributions the 1/x is canceled at
small mχ due to opposite signs between the corrections
in Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A4).
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